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An Empirical Examinationof Three.Models
_or. Estimating the Effects of No-Treatment

The United States Offic- of Education -(USOE) contracted. with
_RMC-Research Corporation .of _ountain View,-California, three Yea
ago_to.develop an evaluation and reporting-system for nation--
wide use- with _ESEA Title_I programs,. The-resulting evaluation
package'consists of three statistical.models, -each of_which--may
be- implemented using either norm-referenced or criterion7
referenced tests -(NRTS or CRTs, -respectively). These met:leis'
address the cognitive impact Of-Title I pregrams as measured
by:achievement-gains.

The-Metric used to assess. program- iMPact in this system is-
the-normal curve equivalent,..(NCE). This metric.is a..normalized
standard score-which-has_been--linearly-:transformed:to-.Matel-the
percentile- rank scale-at the 1st, S.Oth,.and .99th percentile-
points-. The.. NCE scale is--.simply a standard score scale- which,
_for_ ease of interpretation, may be viewed-aS an- eqbal interval per-
centile scale.- NCEs.havea range:of-1-99,-a mean-of: 50,--:and,-a-
standard_ deviation of 21.06. -.-One-advantage--of NCEs-i-s that,- due....
to their.equal interval characteristic, any mathematical operations
may be performed.- Another is that.gain scores -are.easily computed
whereasgrade equivalents and.percentiles,-.-which-are.not equal..
interva4 do not-lend- themselves so easily-to gain scoreanalysis.
A further- inducement to use NCEs iS-that, in--.the near future, USOE
will probably-recommend that they.become part_of the evaluation-
system.: At:thesame -time,.- one drawback of ihe NCE score is that--
it .can easily be_Misinterpreted to be-a percentile score, and_ vice.
versa; -this type Of misunderstanding-facilitates both improper
interpretation:and manipulation ofbeth NCEs and percentiles.-
Figure 1 'illustrates the .relationship betWeen--NCEs, percentile's,
stanines, and. Zscores. A.more complete .discussionof these inter-
relationships- can be found in Chiang. and .Roeri,_ 1970._
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Be _re discuss ng the-cognitive. adhievement evaluation
results, a brief-descriptien of the- District- of Columbia Title I
program is necessary. The District- of Columbia Title- 1 program
served approximately_17,000 students in grades K-3 and 7.
during the 1975-76 school year. They attended.Title I eligible
schoOls and fell below the fiftieth percentile on the Comprehen-
sive Test.of BasiS Skills (CTBS), Form S using the level4fTthis
instrument appropriate :or the students' respectiVe grade levels.
Natinhal nornswereused for kindergarten and first grade selection, while
local norms were implemented in the three upper grade levels.
Both reading and mathematics were emphasized by- the Title-I-pro-
gram. Participating students in- the program- were_exposed to
supplementary instructional strategies, both in their regular
ClassrooMs And in .special.resouree laboratories. Al)rimary objec-.
tive of the District of Columbia-Title I program is to effect..
significantly enhanced levelsof achievement in both reading and
mathematics.

To assess the impact in cognitive achievement, the CTBS/S was
given to the _Title I students-in the fall and- spring.- An existent
distrittwide testing program-additionally supplied._ spring criterion-
referenced test (CRT) scores-for. Title I students, both for the
1974-75 and-the 1975-76-school years. The*CRTs used were the- .

Prescri-tive Mathematics Test .(PMT). and the-Prescriptivelleading
Thst PRT ese-CRT scores enabled a spring-spring analysis to
U'IT)erformed, in -addition to.the fall-spring analYsis-using the
CTBS/S scores.

Program Impact in Reading and Mathematics-

In terms of evaluation, at least two types of Information_
-are needed to determine whether a-Title I project has- resulted in
improved'student- performance.-- The-first-involves an assessment. pf
-how-.the-project---.Students -performed-on outcome.measures such.a.s_
reading- -comprehension and_mathematical computation after partici-
patingin the Title I project.. The Second requires an.estimate of
expected student_accomplishment, given the -proviSiOn that.the
students have not participated,-in the. program. if the observed
accomplishMent Of project_students.-exceeds.-their_ expected perfo
ante, -and if -the .. difference-is- both statistically significant
manifesting-a greAter-difference than-tan be attributed:to- chanCe-

-fluctuation --in--the.. scores). And'practically-releVant- (lal'ge-enough
to .be educationally meaningful)..-..then the -.Title I:project is -.

considered-to. beeducationally .salient.-

.. It_isa relatively.strdightforward,procedure to calculate how
well.the project students:performed-on the outcome-meaSures, but
it.i.A.considerably_mor. difficuitto estimate .how the project stu7.
dentS--yould have-performed- with nO-treatment. Several.approacheS
are--aVailable,for assessing 'flho-treatmilt:perfonmmee -orldmt the stAkTt
would:have aChievedjiad-there been no special. project.. ..illis..next
Section presentsthe results:of two sudh,approlches_to estimating....
progra.M---iMpact'..-_



Earlier it was sta _ed. that. a:primary, ObjeCtive of the
Washington; .D..C.-Title I program is to.-improve-reading and
mathematics achievement among.participating -students .to an extent
that is statistically and educationally significant.- Within this
framework,-treatment effect-is the'observed-posttest performance
minus the expected ne-treatment posttest performance-. Thus;

TREATMENT OBSERVED..POST
EFFECT TREATMENT-

PERFORMANCE

EXPECTED POST
NO-TREATMENT
PERFORMANCE

The observed post treatment performance:is. simply the.mean post-
test-- score for Title LStudents on eitheT- the CTES/S or the- PRT
and. PMT. The.no7treatment expectation.is_derived-using two
complementary models in an effort .to torwerge on a valid estimate
of iMpact .(Bessey; Rosen, Chiang, and Talimadge, 1976).

NormReferenced -Model Results-

With the norm-referenced.modeli the-impact of the Title-1-
program was computed as follows'. The pretest percentiles of each'student within the treatment group .were converted to-NCEs _and.averaged. -A-similar procedure was followed for posttest scores.-Finally, the average pre and post NCE values Nere-compared under
the- assumption that, vithout the_ Title I program;the treatment
group Would-maintain its .standing- relative to the norm group.
Stated another.way, the pretest and-posttest mean NCE scores .

should-have been similar if-the project'had had no impatt.

There are four assumptions which should be 'met-if this modelis to_ yield-anunbiased.-estimate of program impact: (1) the,
-pretest_should not beused- to-select project participants;-- (2)-the test must be given.at the -time(s) of the year when the*test was
normed; (3). comparable pretest and posttest forms- must be used; and(4) only those-students having both pretest and posttest scores
:should be used .in the analyses. 7TWe,present-.Wplication- ofthis
model At-the setond, third, and- seventh grade.levelsi meets all:but
-one of the assumptions. Both the-kindergarten and first grade data
however, satisfy all cif the. requirements._ .The.CTES/S was-mormed
only:in-the. spring for_ the second,-third,--andseventh grade-jevols;
subsequently, fail-norms, were-linearly.- interpolated from.the -springdata. : -To the'extelnt that student learning throughout the,. year is
nonlinear; the ModeliMay-yield a biased- estiMate of program impact
at.the sec nd, third,--and Seventh-grade-levels..

. The pre--and _posttest .resultsexpressed in- NCEs for kinder
garten, first, second, -thirdi and seventh grade Title I.students
wilj be utilized .in -order, to illustrate the:gains in-achievement
whichTitle_l students- enjoy. :Figures-1.2--,--3,:4-,--5,-and-6.-present --
the actual data for-grades- K-3 and-7,respeetively, of the.D. C.

,
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Fru and FO.I tru,p ces on the CTOS/S Sc s and T-Tosts Among Title I Seventh Graders
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14.01 16.80

395

2.60

(0.007

Title I program.* The mean pretest-posttest differences for all
CTBS/S scales presented in these figures are statistically signifi-
cant at a confidence level-greater than 0.999 (p < 0.001) except
for the Reading scale for seventh grade. This scale (see Figure
6) displays a statistically significant difference at a confidence
level of 0.99 (p < 0.01). The mean differences range from 1.6 on
Reading in grade three to 12.0 on the Total Battery for grade two.
The median of these mean differences is approximately 6.65 across
the five grade levels. The Mathematics mean differences tend to
surpass those on the Reading scale for grades l,-3,-and-7-but-not
the second grade. Using a rule of thumb applied by Resource Manage-
ment Corporation, exemplary gains are denoted by mean pre to post
differences of 7.0 NCEs or more. Hence, using at least the Total

Each scale on the CTBS/S, including total scales, are standardized
and formed separately. Hence, the total battery score is normed by
taking the score derived from all the items on the CTBS/S and not
by forming _a_linear composite of the three skill areas total scalescores.



--Battery scales, exeMplary gains have.been- shown in grades 1-3 and
in the prereading component in kindergarten.- .In the Mathema-0.cs
component of-seventh grade, the.:gain'can alSo be 'called exeMplary.

Relative to the scale-standard deviatiens, the Pre- and_post-
test differences depict even more sharply theit significance.
Thirteen of-the eighteen -scores for- scales. _represented in Figures
2- through:6 have.- mean differences_which-are_atleast one-third
as_large:as_-the torresponding_standard:.deviations ,-The
Auditorr_Inscrimination:scaIe, in kindergarten, geading and
Language scales- at first._gradeand-the:Reading. scajes:at,the,
third, and--seventh_grades do hot have mean ,differences 'which are
,-dt_least One-fthird- as_large_as the stale Standard deviations
On nine of the eighteen- scales, the. Mean_diflea.ences-. ate-at-least.
half the size of_the corresponding _standard:--deviatiOnsThe total
Battery .

mean differentes at the first ,and -Second,grade_ levels-
particularly illuStrate _this point. All:of these results ,.fpr:_the,
fiVe-grade levels.lend.firm_support to the-tontention:that-treat-.
ment effect is distinctly visible.

-As noted- earlier, the data_ for grades two. and _three:_violate..
onc_ofthe-aSstmptions of thenerm-referenced MOdel, ---:.However,;_ the
kindergarten and .first- grade -data, which :do.satisfy all-Aof the

. requirements of-this,model,-reflect7statistically_significant
differences between pre-.4nd..posttest means -for.-all of the: CTBS/S_
scales., A similar result is documented by the ,setond and third,
grade data, although the-r-esultS_at.these levelS:are somewhat more
subStantial than those -at-the kindergarten -and first_ grade:. Thus,-.
it is.-Tossible that-the.- violation Of the- one assumption at. the Upper.:
grade levels does not.seriously and adversely-affect the inferences.-
-which.May be draWn,-from the setond,, third, and.seventh-,grade data.

Control Grola Model Results

The second analysis design implemented in this evaluation iscalled the control group model. As its name suggests,-this evalua-tion design calls for the construction of control and treatment.groups, both selected at random from an initial population of



eligible Title. I students. The initial population should be as.
-imilar as possible with respect to all educationally relevant
characteristicS, such as age,-sex, race, ethnicity, socioeconomiC
status, and measured, pretreatment achievement levels. After
assignment to the .treatment or control group, each student-is
taught and treated equally, the single exception being the appli-
cation of the Title I program services to those students in the
treatment group. -The observed4ost treatment effect is derived
from the actual average performance of the treatment group. The ._

expected no-treatment .effect is-represented by the measured aver-
age performance of the control group.

In the present application_ of the control group model, raw
scores on criterion-referenced-.reading and-mathematics-tests are

_compared... .NCE gains can be.derived, -algebraic,allyby_dlvidina_
-the difference between the treatment- group's posttest raw_ score_
.mean and the notreatmeht-expectation by the_standard deviation of
the national sample and-subsequently multiplying by. 21.06.. Through-
this procedUre- raw score gains can be -cenverted,to NCE gains. Un7.
fortunately, there is no national sample standard deviation-for- the
TIZT_anelPMT.,_and it becomeg- necessary to make- the_following assump,
tion:.the ratio of the treatment group's-standard deviation to the_
standard deviation of the national sample on -the_nort-referenced-
test is equal .to-the ratio of the treatment group's standard
deViatien to _the-national sample's standard deviatien on the _PMT
and- PRT.- That is,

SNRT SCRT

cYNRT °rat-

where "S." 'represents the ,treatment group's.standard deviation and
"P" represents the national sample's standard deviation. qince the
twe -treatment group-standard-deviations can be.. calculated from the
collected data and the standard-deviation of the mational-.sample
on the- normed-.test can be obtained from that test's-technical manual,-
the estimated-national sample's standard deviatien on theyMT, and
PRT.test. can--.easily_be-Aerived. (Tallmadge-.and Wood4.1976),--- Under
the above assumptionv the raw score- gains..have. been- converted-to-
_NCE gains .to- perMit comparisons between treatment effect estimates
yielded_by the normreferenCed model -and control group model,
respectively.

chocils are selected aceoiding..to a .weighied.index
.comprised of .the_total number and-percentage-of economically dis-.

. advantaged students- as indicated_by.eligibility. for .free -lunch-.and
loW family income.--.The-control-group_model contrasts :thirteen

--schools-- immediately below the cutoff with--thirteen: schools_immedi-
- ately- above the-cutoff._ The-rationale,for the model-is thiS:
among .the_sChools- near the cutoff, it-As Jargely chance which
determines eligibility for. Title.-I servides. -In other word-s.-, the

belowtheline-.do not-substantially_
differ on.educationally-relevant variables_ Thus, these Schools--

.--notreceiyingTitle-J:services- can:fairly- act-as. a,contrel-group-
Jor_these.-schoolswhichpperate Title I programs. This is because



students within ineligible schools, even though their achievement
levels might indicate a need for supplementary aid, do not receive
any Title I services. Tables 1 through 6 give the pretest, posttest,
no-treatment expectation, and treatment:effect on the Prescri tive
Readg Test and Prescriptive Mathematics Test, respective y, or
non1Ttle I and Title I schoOls for first, second, and third grades

The means for Title I and non-Title I third graders were not
statistically, significantly different. Many of the students in
non-Title I schools this year participated in the Title I program
last year; they are enrolled in schools which are not eligible
for Title I funds this year but were eligible last year. Hence
some of these students actually received supplementary services last
year.- If the Title I program was effective in the 1974-75 school
yea-i, then the current second and third grade students in non-Title
I schools near the cutoff might_be expected to display higher-scores,
as ,a group, than they would have had their schools not received
Title I services in the previous school year. In other words, the
treatment effects of the Title I program in the 1974-75 school
year would continue to influence the achievement scores of those
students who had been in the treatment group that year.. This effect
is sometimes called statistical contamination: the non-Title,I
second and third grade students in the current school year are
not free from the influence of the previous year's Title I prog am.

First G
Table 1

and "No-Treatment" Posttest rxpectation for Student- in Title I Schools (Fil=,339
Students in Non-Title I Schools (fit,.939)
On the Prescriptive Fleaclinej Test Subtests

core Posttest Flaw Score

Non-Title I Title I Non-Title I

Auditory Perception

No-Traetment
;itto,t Ex-

pectation Flaw
Score

Treatment Effect
In Normal Curve

Equivalents

18.7 14.8
3 4 3.7

Visual Perception
X

S.D.

Comprehension
Devil lopment

-Tnt.itGeirdinti
X ..--

10.5 10.6 13.0 12.7
3.7 3.3 2.3 2.6

17.7 18.3 21.8 21.2
4.2 4.6 4.1

:19.0 40_0 50.5 48.7
9.3 9.2 9.2 9.3

In Mit Tahle (Met% to stotl.:titt in Pon-TiUri I sell wh
.".stmlemsynthin.elesedle_schnols;

.

hete the tetrh ref et ti to ineliui514

*Seventh grade students were not'included in the control group
model analyses he-cause the appropriate control schools were not
designated in time to be included in the comparisons.

13



irst Grade Pretest, Posttest, and "No-Treatment.' POSt test Expectation for Students in Title I Schools (N.405)
And Students in Non-Title I Scneels 1N--674)On Thu prescri thie Mathematics Test Subtosts

Sub test
Prettc$t Row SCore

Title 1 Non-Title I
Posttest Flaw Score

Title I Non-Title I
No-Treatinent
Posttest E xpuc.
totiuri Raw

Sets and tibunber:
12 _ 20.3 19.0 1 .4

S.D. 8.0 5.5 5.3 5.4

NUMero(ion
5.4 5.8 9.1 8.4

S.D. 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.7

Operations
8.7 9.4 16.9 15_8 14.8

S.D. 4.2 4.3 5.3 6.0

Problem So Ninu
--X 2.0 3.8 3.6 32

S.D.

easurement

1.3 1.3 1.7 1.7

X 7.2 7.3 9.5 9.4
S.D. 2.4 2.5 2.2 2.41

Geotrietrit Concep
36 4.5 4.5 4.5

S.D. 1.4 1.3 1.4

Total Mthemjjtc
X a9.2 41.0 64.0 61.0 58._

S.D. 12.7 14.3 15.1 16.2

TmatmentEDect
-In Normal Clifve

EquiVill tItc

7.1

6

1.7

o.6

6.7

In this Table Non-Title refers to students in non-Title
within eligible schools.

c iol , hero__ here the term refert to ineligible students

The no-treatment expoctation is an c3timatc of the posttest
score that Title I students would have attained had they not parti-
cipated in the program. The no-treatment expectation was
determined by adjusting the observed posttest for differences in
pretest scores between students in Title I and non-title I schools.
An examination of pretest differences between students in Title I
and non-Title I schools revealed that this adjustment was important,
because students in non-Title I schools Icons istently outperformed
students in Title I schools on the pretest._ A straight comparison
of posttest scores for the two groups would be inappropriate, given
that students in non-Title I schools had an initial advantage.
Because it was expected that students in non-Title I schools would
show an initial advantage, a principal axis adjustment rather than
a covariance adjustment was employed (see Kenny, 1975).

- the average, first grade students in-non-Title schools
have slightly higher pretests than first grade-students in Title I
schools. However, this pattern reverses on the posttest, with
students in Title I schools showing higher Total Reading and Total
Mathematics scores than students in non-Title I schools. This-find-
ing provides a strong argument for treatment effect at the first
grade level. The results for the control group model do not indicate
a Title I program impact at the second grade, although a moderate
level of impact is founU at the third grade. One plausible explana-
tion for the absence of an effect at the upper grade levels is that

--some-of these-students benefited from the Title r prograM in Ore=
vious grades. Given the strong effects at the second and third
grade levels yielded by the norm-referenced model, it seems possible



that the control group model is failing to identify an effect ,
because the control group is contaminated with last year's treat-
ment. However, the finding of a moderate effect at third grade
raises doubts about the possibility of a contaminated control
group. Another explanation is that certain assumptions underlying
the present application of the control model are faulty; thus,.the
model yields an inaccurate estimate of program effect.

Table 3
nti Grade Pretest. Posttest. and -No-Troatmen r- Posttest Expectation for SttitlentS In Title I Sc
(Nn457) and Students In Non-Ti tic I Schools 1N-,2931 on The Prescriptive Heading Test Subte

0

Su latest

Fretctt Faw Suore

Title I Nen-Title I Title I

flew Scort

Non-Title I

Word Perception
x.

S.D.

Comprehension
Interpretation-

X
S.D.

Study Heeding
X,

S.D.

Total Read n

28.1
6.8

30.4

27.7
5.9

27.9
9,8 10.2

14.7 13.5
4.7

73.2

5.2

69.0

34.1
5.1

42.4
10.0

18.6
4.5

95.1
17.6

93.6
16,1

No-Treatment
Posttest Ex-
pectation Raw
Score

34.0

43.8

19.6

97.3

In this Table "Non-Title I refer, o students in non-Title I schools1 whereas elsewhere the ter
students sylltan eligible schools.

Treatment Ef fuct
In Norimil Curve
Equivalents

- 2.0_

ineligible

Table 4
Second Grade Pretest. Posttest and ..NO-Treotmentl Posttest Expectation for Students In Title I Schools(No482 ) ond

Students in Non-Title I Schools (N,297) on The Prescriptive Mathematics Test Subtests

Protest flew Score Posttest flew Scor

Subtest Title I Non-Title I Title I Non-Title
Sets and Numbers

X 18 1 17_3 23.5 22.3
S.D. 4.8 5.0 4.8 4.3--

Numeration
5.6 5.3 7.8 7.6

S.D. 2.0 1.8 2.3 2.2

Operations
19.5 19.0 26.8 26.1

S.D. 5.9 80 6.7 7.4

Problem Solving-
X

S.D.

ltlr4ciir einem
X

GetunetrieCranCeptS

3.2 3.1 4.6 4
1.6 1.6 1.4 1.5

7.0 6.8 9.7
2.7 2 2.6 2.6

5.2 5.0
1.0 1.7

No4reor-
tint Post..
st Expec;

totion Bow
Sc

.a inent Effect
In Normal Curve
bquivolen rs

23.1

7.9

26.7_

4.7

6.3

lA

0.3

2.6

2.1

Tota 1,.....iti
k 58.5 56.4 73_9 75.11 78.1 0.9

S.D. 14.7 13.8 15.8 15.7

Iii.thit Table f:Ntiii-Tilli. Ill refers to stud.* i-Ti I st 110015,-wliet,ils olS,%/toiro the letin tolign to
-iwligiblif student; within ellUible schools.



Table 5
Third Grade Pretest, Posttest. and -No-Treatmenr POsttest Expectation for Students In Title I Schools (N313)

and Students in Non-Title I Schools (Ne98) on The Prescriptive Reading Test Subtests

Suhtest
Pretest Raw Score

Title I Non-Title I
Posttest Raw Score

Title I Non-Title I

d Perception
X 1.04 31.14 34.38 34.40

S.D. 6.60 5.72 5.85 5,45

Comprehension and
Interpretetion-

X 28.87 29.75 33.19 33.18
S.D. 8.10 7.37 6.81 7,10

Study Reading
X 24.33 25.40 29.17 29.65

5.0. 6.50 6.19 6.49 6.34

Total Reading
84.24 86.30 95.74 97,23

S.D. 18.65 17.09 16.74 16.08

e-Treatment
Posttest Expec-
tatiOn nasli

Treettnent Ef feet
In Normal Curve
Equivalents

0.2

1.5

2

2.3

In this table "Non-Tltle 1" refers to students in on-Titl
studentskwithIn eligible schools.

choal, whereas elsewhere the term re

Table

Third Grade Pretest, Posttest, and No-Trcatmenr' Posttest Expectation for Students in Title I Schools (N-326
end Students in Non-Title I Schools 0,1109} on The Proscriptive Mathematics Test Subtests.

Sub test
Pretest Raw Score Posttest Raw Score

Title I Non.Title I Thiel Non.Tirle I

No-Treatinent _
Posttest_ Exnrc."
tation Raw
Score

Treatment E fect
In Normal Curve
Equivalents

Sets and Numbers
X

Numeration

14.02
3.68

14.89
3,23

X 7.27
S.O. 3.03

Operations
22.04 24.27

S.D. 7.80 8.33

Problem Solving
X 5.37 51

5.0. 2.41 2.38

,astireinent
14.60

5.0. 3.88 _ 4.16

Geometric Concepts
1._ 2.10
1.12 1.13

_ _iitilet tics
X 64.42 69.96

16.58 17.92

16.42 16.18

31,73 32.78
7.67 6.67

6.74
1.82

15.4

9.2

20.7-

. 6.4

4.4

1.2
_

1.9

0

15.44 5.75
3.64 3.35

16M

2.30 2.25
1.20 1.1.5

83.10 04
15.55 14.44

70.5

in tnii table ''*Non:Title I" refers 10 nients in tion-Titio I 1,:ho,ris ,vhereat else here the term refer
stndents within eligthie schools.



The f rst grade and third grade results from the control
group model corroborate the findings of the norm-referenced model
and confirm that the Title I program is having a statistically and
educationally significant impact on student reading and mathematics
achievement. The fact that two models using different achievement
tests converged on a similar estimate of treatment effect strongly
indicates that the estimate is valid. The fact that-the two models
do not converge on a similar estimate of treatment effect at the
second grade, in light of the findings at the other two grades, is
best considered a sampling anomaly-. Replication of this analysis
next year should afford additional insight into these second
grade results.

§_Recial Regression Model

This statistical design, as its name implies, is based on .

regression methodology. As with the two previously discussed models,
the method which is used to derive the no-treatment expectation
determines the model which is actually used. In this case, the
treatment and comparison groups are selected on the basis of their
pretest scores using a fi mly established, strictly enforced cutoff.
The treatment group is then given the benefits of the Title I program.
Both treatment and comparison groups are posttested using an instru-
ment which correlates highly with the pretest device. The observed
post treatment performance is actually the treatment group's averag
posttest score. The no-treatment expectation is derived from a_ ,

projection of the regression line determined by the comparison group's
pre- and posttest scores. The actual treatment effect is measured at
two-points, as indicated in Figure 7:

At.the_pretest.cutoff-.scorp,
At.th.p_t-Tp.a.tment:grodp!..s.ravpr4g- p etest sco-re.

Figure

ept of
oent group

erasion line

POSTIES
SCALES Expected wean .==411w -

poarreat score

Intercept76
compa r son
roup regees
_on line

- --expected values
=- obaerSO4 vslUes =

RETEST -SCORES



The-purpose of measuring the-treatment,effect at these two Toints
alonvthe_projectedregression-line.ofAhe--.comparison gropp--is to.:
,deterMlne-whethertthe-reIatiOnship-between:pre- -and:Tbsttest:for.-bo h

-itteatmentand'comparison-groupsmaSthe same. . . _

There. are_five assumptions:r.of the model whick:should...be met
this modei±i-S-..:to yield'an unbiased estimate:Of:Tr-6gram impaCt_:
(l) the:pretest and.-the-..-seleation testmuSt,--be.the-Sameinstrpment;
(2) .the-:.pretest or: POttest should ,be::giVen at the_empiriCal nerme-
tive,data'Toint.Ofi:theJnStrument; (3)-the:pretest andpOsttest
shOuld-be highlY,Correlated J4Ythere:Should be a.-trict
Cutaff score fOr-rr,deterMinitioli:Of Platement.'in thetreatment._gronT
*and_the-comparison group;-:.(5) only-thosestudents!.having both Dr- ---
.-test-and.-TostteSt scores should be used in.the andlYses._

The model is predicated on the supposition that the no-treat ent
expectation of the treatment group can be calculated using the
regression line determined from the comparison group. A strict
cutoff score for determining placement in each of the groups is
necessary. Otherwise, the pretest standard deviation is inflated
and the regression line of the comparison group is flattened. This
will systematically bias the-results against showing a positive trea
ment effect for Title I programs.

This model was rejected for implemantation in the evaluation
after determining that one of these requirements was violated by
the data, a violation which would render the resulting measured
treatment effects questionable if not totally misleading. The
evaluators found that a clearly defined cutoff was not enforced
in every case. Primarily far this reason, the special regression
model was not implemented using the District of Columbia data.
A poorly implemented evaluation model can be not only confusing
but totally misleading and should be avoided for this reason.



:Standardized-Growth-Expectation
----Some-Findings..and. Implications

-.MoSt_ ethic tional evaluation. includint-the'preSent-cme,.
_gnore j-whatimaybea.--criticalac orwhen.estiMating-Wbether-apro-

. . . .

gram--hashad En-Impact:or-whether students 'have learned more-at'
one:. grade.Jevel--than..-anipther. It isy:typically-assUmed-that a treat.-
merit effeCt_:of_.seVen'.NCEs'Ione7third..-:.Standard,.deviation)-Hhas. the:
same meanirivinfirStgrade as-in-..seyenth grade. What is ..not
..typically:ConSideredYisthat the..ek-peCted groWth...iSAifferentn
first'-grade-Jand,-rseventh. grade. -_.-Another---way,:of viewing -the,issue
:is-to_..,ask.-whethera.-Student',,would:JOS-e'the-_same_.amount(relative to
national -norMs).-in reading-achievement if he/Sheell':asitep for

firSt..grade orall of seventh:.gradelhis.-Js-.--the:sameg-.as7.
:'..asking-Olowmuthgrowth--.d.oesr-the average:student make--.in'reading-:.;_
--.:achievementAuring-:first grade, anci-As*it-rthe sameasthe-,.groWth.:-.-
realited-by;.the',average:seventh gradestUdelit during:One scho-017.:

. An answer to the above question can be approximated by assum-
ing that a student will attain the same raw score on the pretest
and posttest if no ,learning has taken pliE. If the pretest raw
score is equivalent to a national percentile of 50 and the same
raw score is entered into the posttest percentile table, the
resulting percentile score will be less than SO. The difference
between the pretest percentile and the posttest percentile expressed
in standard score form is the standardized growth expectation (SGE).
The .SGE is the amount that a student learns over a period of time
or, conversely, what the student would lose if he/she fell asleep
and learned nothing. An example may help to clarify the computation
procedures used to calculate SGEs. Table 7 presents a raw score
to percentile conversion for beginning of first grade and end of
first grade on the Total Reading scale of the CTBS/S. The average
(50th percentile) beginning first grade student attains,a raw score
of 31 on Total Reading. Under the assumption that this 'average
student learns notHing in the first-grade, he/she would be expected
to obtain again a raw score of 31 on the posttest. Whereas a raw
score of 31 is_equivalent to a beginning first grade percentile of
50, it represents an end of first grade percentile of 9. If both
percentiles are converted to NCEs (50 50;9 -* 21.8) and subtracted,
the result is an SGE of 29.2. In other words, if an average student
falls asleep and learns nothing during the first grade, he/she
would bi expected to lose 29.2 NCEs because that is the amount of
standardized growth exhibited by the national norm group during the
first grade. Yet another way of viewing the SGE is to consider it
as an estimate of the effect of school, home, and social forces
such as radio and television) on,first grade students' reading

achievement.*

T SGE. i fers slighTITapending 'upon where in the_pretest dis-
tribution the raw--score is selected to be entered into the posttest
percentile distribution. For ease of presentation,-this difference
is ignored since it does not influence the general conclusions.
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Table 7

Raw Scow to Pei cell tile Table for' Beginning and End of First Grade on CTBS/ , Level _B
Total Reading

Beginning of First Grade

Raw Score Percentile

73-84 99
86-72 98
65-67 97
61,64 96
59-60 95
57-58 94
55-56 93
53-54 92

52 91

31 50
31 49
31 48
31 47
31 :46
30 45
30 44
30 43
30 42
30 41

20 10
19

18 7
18 6
18 5
17 4
16 3
15 2

0-14 1

End of First Grade

Raw Score

84
84
134

84
84
83
83
82
82

52 .

32
31-

_ 30
29
28
27

25-26
24

21-23
0-23

Percentile

99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91

49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41

_

10
9
8
7

6



Table 8 presents SGEs in reading and mathematics for grades
1,2,3, and 7. To facilitate comparison of information from the
findings of this section with the rest of the chapter, all SGEs are
presented as normal curve equivalents (X50; S.D.--21.06). All.
SGEs in Table 8 are computed from the norms in the publisher
manual for the CTBS/S and CTBS/T (for seventh grade)--;- The procedure
used to compute SGEs is identical to that described in the para-
graph above.

Table 8

Standardized Growth Expectations (SGEsi Expressed as NCEs in Total Reading and
Total Mathematics for Grades 1, 2, 3, and T.

Grade 1
Total Reading 29.2

Total Matilehl ics 21.8

Grade 2
9.3-

12.3

Grade 3
8.7

11.7-

ade 7
3.7

The period t.f growth in each case is fall to spring of the _chool year. The 50th percentile poi
was used for ehtry into the pretest tables.

Table 8 reveals that the SGE for second grade Total ,eading
is only one-third of the SGE at the first grade level. Similarly,
the second grade SGE for Total Mathematics is about four times largerthan the SGE for grade seven. This seems to indicate that the rate
of growth is different from grade to grade and, in particular, the
rate slows with each additional year of schooling. The SGEs or
height-and wpight computed from birth to eighteen years of age
follow a similar pattern of deceleration. The.largest SGEs appear
during the first few Years of life and gradually diminish until
eighteen years of age when the SGE is less than one NCE point. Table9 illustrates this phenomenon for height, viewing ages four_ to
eighteen.



Table 9-

Means , Standard Deviations ; And-
SCEs for Weight Expressed in 'Pounds at Various Age Levels

SGE _

AGE
In YearS

MEAN
Weight
-Pounds

35. '7

40.3

45.3

STANDARD
'DEVIATION-

68.9

75.9

6.2

99.2

113.2

126.5

137.7

145.1

147.2

- 4 2

4.9

5.9

6.8

8.2

10.1

12.3

16.2

20.0

25.1

25.2

19.6

17.1

16 7

.5

14.2

13.5

13 5

5.6

14.9

14.9

24 6

3.9



Tables 10 and 11 further depict the differential growth rate
across development in the cognitive domain. The various inconsis-
tencies which exist across several tests in measuring the same
cognitive construct is illustrated in Table 10. Notice the disparate
rates of decline on each scale for the SGE using the ITBS -and the
CTBS. Also, consider the different SGEs on the CTBS alone, de-
pending on whether national or big city norms tables are used.
Apparently, something happens to the normative populaton* at the end
of third grade which causes the mean achievement scores for each
percentile group during the successive year to inerease,thereby
inflating the SGE. This is probably caused by an unusual propor-
tion of the lower achieving students somehow being excluded from
thenormative population after third grade: when a large percentage
of lowscorers drop out of the norms, then the average score at all
percentile levels increases. This occurs again at the end of
grade nine and is most likely due to the large number of low
scoring dropouts exiting the educational system.

This "dropout effect" discussed above does not seem to occur
in the area of_cognitive ability at either grade four or ten.
Rather, the SGE steadily declines, year by year, for the verbal
area. Quantitative ability behaves similarly, but the SGE hop:
np noticeably in the eleventh grade. This may also be a reflection
of the "dropout effect" as evidenced with the achievement instru-
ments. Although nonverbal IQ for one-_test (IPAT) shows a steady
decline, its evanescence on the other test is not so consistent.
This discrepamcy is due either to the differences in item content between the
two tests, cohort effects, or diffe-_ences in forming samples.

Table 11 displays the decline in SGEs for ability as measured
by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS) from ages sixteen
te seventy-four. Notice that the stanUard deviation for the norm
group'on all three measures of ability (verbal,performance, full
scale) remains relatively stable across this vast age range.
Also, it is easy to recognize the effects of aging and senility
upon the tested ability level of the senior citizens group (sixty-
five and older): the SGE loss suddenly doubles-(triples in the
case of verbal ability) after age Sixty-four. Interestingly, the
SGE loss for performance ability is nearly equally substantial
between ages twenty-five and fifty-four.

Table 12 introduces two new variables il-Ao the investigation
of developmental SGE decline. If the amount Di- growth is calcula-
ted separately, both for different percentile ranks and for the
regular school year and summer, yet another type of differential
growth is revealed.- The Metropolitan was empirically normed in
both the fall and_ spring, thus permitting a coi!7iparison between
achievement during the summer and that during che regular school
year. Summer achievement gains approximate or surpass those made
during the regular school year for the upper percentile students.
The fact that 25th percentile students, seem to keep pace during the
school year but lag behind during the summer has some interesting
implications for compensatory-education programs.

*The possibility of cohort effects mu t also be considered
(Baltes and Schaie, 1973



Age:

Grade:

Standatdized

Achievement Tests

-

Vocabulary

IBS

CTRS: Natimal Novas

CTSS: igCtXns

Readig.2?J12.
, uBS. ,

CT8S1: National:-.Npis

CIRS:.Big City No17S

1:ota1 Language

CTBS : National. Non

CTBS: Big City Norn

--111777-

..-,CTBS- National- Norns

CTBS: ,Big City Norns.

" Abilities Test

Vei17:07-

.,,. Quantitative

Nonverbal

4PATCulture

:lair Test_
_ 15181121.

- T

(Nonverbal-A) ,

7a4e10',,

SGEs for Several AchieVement/Ability Subtests

. ExpresSed as Nornal Curve,Equivalents (X i'50; S.D. 11 21,06)

Asaucsie rae Levels

'10

4

18.5 9.1 12.9

21.8 15.6 10.1

(14.9) (7.0)

. 20.1 9.9 13.5

29.6 22.2 14.9 9.9

(13,5) (6.4)

27.0 11.0 15.6

15.6 24.7 14.2 8,7

(14.9) (6.4

24.7 13. 19.3

27.0 24.7 20.9 11.0
(13.5) (6.4)

19.3 13.5

17.3 13.5

:)19 8.7

13 14

7 .8

12.3 11.7 9.7 6.4

10.4 7.0 6,7 6.4

(5.3) (6.4) (5.9) (1.1)

13.5 12.3 8.7 5.3

8.1 4.8 5.5 4,8

(4.8) (5.3) (4.8) (1.4)

11.7 10.4 8,1

.8.7 4.2 4.8

(5.3) (5.3) (5.9)

5.0

4.8

(1.6)

17.5 14.5 11.4 8.1

12.9 7.5 6;4 6.4
(7.5) (7.5) (5.3) (2.6)

12 9 10.4 7.5 7.0

10.4 8.9 7,0 7.5

7.0 4.2 5.3 3.7

15 16

9 10

4,8 5,3

3.7 3.7

3,7 7.0

1,4 7.5

2.6 2,6

6.4 7.0

7.0 6.4

6.4 3.7

5.9 4.8

17

11-

5.9 5.3

3.2 3 2

5.5 3 7

4.2

4.8

10.4

3.2



-Table 11

_SCEs Ekp essed in-;.Standa_drDeviation Units Scores -or the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Seal WAISy

AGE GROO VERBAL I PERFORMANCE 1 FULL SCALE

--SGE
S.D ol

Norm Group- SGE
S.D. of

Norm Group SGE
S.D. of
Norm Group

16-17 +0.13 13.9 +0.07 11.3 +0.13 2 2

-18-19 =+0.13 14.9- +0.07 11.8 +0.13 25.7

20724_ +0.13: -0.13 12.0 + .00 24.8

25--34 -0 07- -14 6 11.8 -0.13 24.8

35-44 --013 :14.9- -0.40 11.3 -0.26 26.2

45-54 -0.35 11 3 -0.26 25.8

55-64 -0.13 -16.4 -0.20 --10-8 -0.20

6569 -0.40. -0.40

-70-74 ..0 26 70.45 -0.40



_GRADE LEVEL

Summer

2

Summer

3

Summer

4

Summer

Summer

6

Summer

7

Summer

Summer

Table 12

SGEs ExpresSed as NCEs (=50, SD=21.0.6)
for Metro olitan_Achievement-Test- (MAT),.

Total-Reading and Total Mat_emati-CS_for the
25th, .50th,-and 75th Percentiles

READING THEMATICS

25th SOth 75th 25th 50th 75th

11.6 11.0 13.1 9.5 8.7 10.0

16.9 17.7 10.5 9.6 16.3 8.3

5.9 9.3 10.0 4.3 9 0 8 7

6.7 7 5 10 0 6 7 14.0 10.0

5 1 6 4 8 9 5.9 5.3 5.5

7.6 6.4 6 7 11.6 12.3 13 7

4.3 5.3 4.9 5.9 1.1 9.4

7.6 6.4 5.5 9.5 7.5 9.4

2.8 3.7 4.3 4.3 6.4 6.1

5.9 5 3 -4.9 9 6.4 7.2

1.8 5.3 4.9 43 7.5 3.

21 38 0.7 3.2 3

6.3 7.5 6 1 5.9 7-0 10.0

1.1 1 1 0.0 1.1 0.7

2.5 2.5 0 '0 1.1 1.

7

_4



As pointed oui earlier, Title i--evaluations-assume_that an
NCE- gain, or .treatMent effect, of seven points means the -same thing-
-if itoccurs in-the first- grade or the seventh grade.- The
-assumption is that it is just as difficult--to 'improve a first
_grade treatment group by_ seven. NCEs as it.is to:improve a
seventh grade treatment group-by seven NCEs. An examination
of Table 8 suggests.that a gain-of seven. NCEs -in. Total --
:MatheMatics-at the seventh -grade_level represents a 200 percent
increase in.achievement:rate,:whereas the same_seven point gain

-.at the firSt grade: .represents_a 33_percent_increase .in achievement
rate.The. question arises .as to vihether achievement rate ex-

---pressed in-SGEs'must7becOnsIdered-r-in:interpreting-.-a-treatment
--effect. If all- the impact-of school, _Community,-home,_-and
social forces_ -can only-cause a Tetal- Redding. SGE -of-3.7 NCEs
-for the average seventh grader nationally, then is.it fair. .to
expect.a Title I--program te-shovi a_treatment effect.-of seven.

--.NCEs.-aboveand beyond the'SGE -of 3.7? Perhap-s.-the-ratio..of-._
treatment'effect'to-SGE.Would:provide.--a more comparable,indexi-
acroSS-- grades', teStS,--and-subtests:.: -When the -SGE -i-s- considered:,-_.
a number:_of_difficultAuestions ariSe regarding--the-meaning -Of
treatment_ effect:and the wisdom'of aggregating..across--either-grades
.or.tests.'..At the present' time not inough-i-s_known to Judge-the.
value:of. the:.SGE as a'etatistie for commutitatJmg-treatment-effeCts---
in a Comparable unit.. A. special_ report,is-forthtoming that tvill
:Present this'-concept-in -fuller -detail and, hopefully; discuss
the contributions, if any, that-the_ SGE-proMises-to make to evalu--
ation:methodology,

'Table 13 SUMmarizes the .reatMent effect_in-Total.Reading'
-and lotal-Mathematics. as documented 'by the norm-referenced-,and_
conl-_rol-group .models.-.It.is..interesting.-to.note that.the'twe
modtAs yield similar estimates of _treatment'_effect for first
-grade reading-and mathematics- achievement,:_but substantial dif,-
--ferences. in-.treatment effect_..are.'evident 'at sedond and..third_grade.
-The fact_that.all assumptions-of.-both._.the-nora-teferenced-.-and -_

tontrol:group:modelS. were-met,-at. the first grade .level""generated.
confidence in the accuracy of these-eStimates of.tteatmenteffect.
The:widely:divergent -estimatts'-:for'second.grade:and the-'MOderately
siMilar--estiMates 'at third,srade'Suggest_that_both-models-,-.May
be-llighly.-SensitiVe--to-_-the--typesof'aSsuMptic.-::.ViolationS'.which.:
-are----encountered-intypitalapplications---OftheSe'AWO Medel-s-.' ----It.--

seems-=---Tlausible-that-when-low- achievers-Ai-Ca -.Classare-
-Jemoved-lor-one:to---two-_hoursper.'dayofspecial:laberatory-.-.
--.inSttuction,:..theremaining.-group---_-can-PregreSs_-at'a:laster,-pace
-.-This'-is-beCaUSethe---studentiteacher-ratio_is'lowered-.andbecause
---the:grOupds.academiCally-more-homogeneous..-.-..-.---Also,.-the'lilcelihood
'.j.s_that .eqU.ipment,materials-,:and teacher' inservice (bought by-
.-TitleJ--funds) :-benelit--all--..students -in-:.-the class-. -It-.-becemos.-



Summary of Ti

Tabln 13 .

n,uii Effects (in NCEs} at Grades 1, 2, and 3 for Total Rcading and
Total Mathematics

Total Reading-

GRADE 1 2

Noi in Referenced
Modol Estimates
of .Treatmon
El feet

3.9 9.9 3.1 62 8.1 7.9

Control up-
Modal Estimates
Tf Treatment

--c

clear that non-Title students are receiving a "treatmenttt by vir-
tue of the fact that Title I students obtain project services.
Although the full magnitude of this unexpected, positive outcome
is not yet known, this year's findings confirm that non-Title
students are achieving much better than would be expected from
their pretest scores. A fuller treatment of the results support-
ingthd-sfind-ingw-i-11beforthcoming inaspecialreport. In
addition, the issue of differential growth as measured by SCEs
across various grade-levels definitely merits serious study.

One puzzlement continues and should be investigated further.
Why do Title I students do so well in the D. C. Title program
and then lose a major portion of their newfound advantage over
the summer? This phenomenon is nationwide-and should not be
considered an anomaly of the D. C. program. However, its
widespread appearance does not reduce local responsibility
finding an explanation.
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